
Transportation Strategies:
From a Commercial Consulting Perspective

Jacobs is a global solutions company that continues to hold the #1 ranked firm on

the ENR Top 500 Design Firm list. As Jacobs continues to grow and look to the

future, consulting and advisory solutions is a key element of its growth strategy and

Jacobs’ Strategic Consulting practice is at the forefront of that growth. Jacobs

Strategic Consulting bridges the gap between traditional management consulting

and A/E services to advance organizational strategies, reduce environmental impact,

and improve social and economic outcomes. Paula will present on transportation

projects that the Strategic Consulting team at Jacobs has worked on, ranging from

rail to aviation to bridges (including the local Gordie Howe International Bridge

project). In addition to key projects that the Strategic Consulting team has worked

on, the presentation will also broadly cover Jacobs' global capabilities, and

emerging industry trends.
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Canadian Institute of Transportation Engineers (CITE) – Windsor Chapter
MS Teams Webinar

For the meeting link, please contact:

Terence Dimatulac, chapter president or Georgiana Vani, chapter communications 

(dimatul@uwindsor.ca) (madarg@uwindsor.ca)

Paula Nguyen is a Senior Consultant with the Jacobs Strategic Consulting

practice. She has been with Jacobs for over 4 years and has a total of over

7 years of working experience in the infrastructure sector. Paula has been

involved in the provision of strategic and technical advisory services to

both public and private sector clients on large scale P3 infrastructure

projects. Her project experience spans across North America, Caribbean,

and South America and includes highway, bridge, tunnel, rail, transit, and

aviation projects. She is currently a member of the leadership team for the

Transportation Research Board Young Members Council - Aviation and

the Young Professional Liaison Member for the Terminals & Facilities

Committee at the Airport Consultants Council. She is also a contributing

member of the Jacobs Aviation Planning Community of Practice and is

part of Jacobs’ Emerging Leaders in Aviation group. Paula is an alumna

of the University of Windsor having completed her BASc in Civil

Engineering and also holds a MASc in Transportation Engineering from

the University of Toronto.
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